Verbatim introduces new additions to its Desktop Accessory range.
Three great new products designed with convenience, practicality and affordability in mind!

Verbatim Australia, leaders in high-quality data storage products and computer accessories have announced new additions to their desktop accessory
range, including a sleek USB LED light, a handy fax/modem retractable cable, and a low-cost pack of CD/DVD markers. These products form part of
the growing family of quality essential computer accessories available from Verbatim Australia. What a bright idea - USB LED Light (P/N 41840) This
USB powered LED light is an ideal accessory to light up your notebook or PC in dark environments. Compatible with any USB port on your notebook
or PC, there is no need for an external power source. The dependable dual LED lights stay on until the unit is unplugged or the computer is turned off
and are rated to average 8000 hours of use. The flexible cable neck adjusts for optimal positioning, providing gentle, long-lasting illumination over
your workspace without disturbing those around you. With durable and lightweight construction, it is a must have for travellers, late night workers and
executives on the go! Eliminate loose cords- Fax/Modem Retractable Cable (P/N 41829) Tired of carrying all those loose cords around with you?
Eliminate the mess and tangle with this retractable fax/modem cable from Verbatim. It is a must have for mobile PC users requiring an advanced and
durable space-saving accessory. Its compact size allows for easy carrying and storage in your notebook case or pocket. The cord extends up to 2.4m
in length in a matter of seconds and elegantly retracts back into the durable plastic housing with a simple pull. Make a note of these- CD/DVD Markers
(P/N 41830) These quality CD and DVD markers allow you to safely and easily custom label your disc surfaces. They are available in a pack of four
(including one of each blue, black, green and red) at a great, low price. Pricing and Availability All of these handy accessories are currently available
from authorised Verbatim resellers nationally. The USB LED Light (Model 41840) retails at $12.95. The Retractable Fax/Modem Cable (Model 41829)
has a RRP of $13.95. The CD/DVD markers are a great buy at $5.95 RRP. About Verbatim Since 1969 Verbatim has been at the forefront of the
evolution of data storage technology. Today, more than 30 years later, Verbatim remains one of the most recognizable names in data storage and is
an international market leader in the distribution of optical and magnetic media, computer hardware and computer consumables. Verbatim Australia is
the market leader in the distribution of CD/DVD Duplication and Publishing equipment, providing sales and support services for leading manufacturers.
For more information see www.verbatim.com.au For hi-res image and/or more information regarding this product, please contact Vanessa Taylor at
Verbatim (contact details at top of page).

